Planes of successive divisions in Escherichia coli have been proposed to be either parallel or perpendicular to each other, restricted to one or two dimensions. T o test the hypothesis that divisions can occur in planes alternating in three dimensions, a method was developed to generate cells with secondary constrictions during growth in suspension. The method involves a combination of thymine limitation (to manipulate chromosome replication rate) and mecillinam treatment (to inhibit penicillin-binding protein 2). The former modifies timing of terminations, the latter results in spheroidal cells. Such cells displayed secondary constrictions after adding deoxyguanosine (accelerating replication rate), thus temporarily enhancing division signals. The successive constrictions were seen to develop in planes that were tilted relative to each other, and in positions related to those of the nucleoids, visualized by staining with DAPI (4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride hydrate). Visualizing cell envelopes with F M 4-64 by confocal scanning laser microscopy supported the conclusion that planes of successive divisions can alternate in three dimensions.
INTRODUCTION
T o sustain a stable cell line with uniform genetic information, a mechanism must exist that couples division to chromosome replication (Mitchison, 1971 ; Cooper, 1991) . A coupling mechanism has been envisaged because in Escherichia coli cell division occurs a constant time after termination of replication (about 20 min at 37 "C) for a wide range of doubling times obtained by various nutrient regimes (Helmstetter et al., 1968) . This relationship is maintained even under conditions which delay termination by slowing replication velocity (Zaritsky & Pritchard, 1973; Lane & Denhardt, 1975) . Such coupling (D'Ari & Bouloc, 1990) can also be inferred from various mutants defective in DNA replication and partitioning despite indications for an independent pathway when oriC was replaced by plasmid R1 (Bernander & Nordstrom, 1990) . The coupling hypothesis is further confirmed by the rare occurrence of constrictions at sites surrounding replicating and segregating nucleoids (Van Helvoort et al., 1998) .
Bacillary bacteria naturally grow by elongation and divide in a plane perpendicular to their long axis (Bloom et al., 1974; Woldringh et al., 1988) . At faster growth rates the cells are wider, retaining an almost constant shape (defined by the mean length/diameter ratio; Zaritsky, 1975) . Specific inhibition of division by low penicillin G concentrations (Hadas et al., 1995) results in filaments (Donachie & Begg, 1970) , while specific inactivation of Pbp2 (Spratt, 1978) results in spheroids (Bouloc et al., 1989) . The successive division planes of such agar-grown spheroidal cells seem to alternate in two perpendicular planes, forming tetrads (Donachie et al., 1995) . This conclusion has recently been disputed on methodological grounds (Cooper, 1997) : when cells were grown in the less viscous Methocel, subsequent divisions seemed to occur in planes that were parallel to one another. Cooper has therefore suggested that growing cells on an agar surface caused them to rotate Half chromosomes are depicted. Closed circles designate initiating oriC and crosses designate terminating terC. Replication forks move from left to right. Numbers below the indicated ages represent distances between origins, fork(s) and terminus as time for replication and as genome equivalents. In addition, the total amount of DNA per terminus is indicated in genome equivalents. See Rationale for details.
unpublished) to test the hypothesis that planes of successive divisions in E. coli are not necessarily parallel using the round mutant pbpA(ts), we concluded that it is impossible to discriminate between the two alternatives when cells grow and divide on an agar surface. Likewise, in a recent study on the rodA ftsA double mutant (Begg & Donachie, 1998) the dividing cell had been fully separated to two daughters before the subsequent (secondary) constrictions became visible. This makes it difficult to ascertain that no slippage of the divided cell has occurred, and to establish whether the alternating division planes are restricted to two dimensions as suggested by Begg & Donachie (1998) or can occur in three dimensions. Division planes alternating in three dimensions were clearly observed by Bloom et al. (1974) in an envB mutant, but could be related to its defective shape and peptidoglycan synthesis.
To discriminate between the two possibilities, parallel or alternating division planes, we developed a physiological method (see Rationale below) which induces cells that are otherwise not impaired in division to initiate secondary constrictions before separation at the primary division site. Secondary-constricted cells (SCCs)
were obtained by thymine limitation of thyA cultures (Pritchard & Zaritsky, 1970 An obligatory signal for constriction-initiation to be enhanced is completion of a round of chromosome replication, which follows replication-initiation by C min (the time required for a round to complete) (Helmstetter et al., 1968) . In a balanced growth situation (Fishov et al., 1995) , the frequency of terminations equals that of initiation events which, in turn, follow mass doublings (Pritchard et al., 1969) . To modify this frequency without changing growth rate, one can manipulate C by changing the concentration of external thymine supplied to thyA strains (Zaritsky & Pritchard, 1973) When such cells, which grow on low thymine levels with slow-replicating chromosomes thus having several replication forks, are transferred to a high level
their existing forks proceed faster to terminate earlier and division rate is enhanced (Zaritsky, 1971) .
As an example (resembling the principal experiment), half a schematic chromosome in a culture with doubling time t of 30 min is depicted in Fig. 1 , one that is initiating a new round of replication upon the transition. Its configurations are displayed at certain ages (measured from an initiation) when two discrete events occur in the cycle, initiation and termination, and once between them. The configurations during a transition between C = 80 min to C = 40 min are flanked by those in the pre-and post-step steady-states. Three terminations are seen to take place during the transition. For clarity purposes, the scheme includes distances between the origins, fork(s) and the terminus on the half-chromosomes described in terms of genome equivalents. The chromosome complexity, expressed by Yoshikawa, 1965) , is given as the amount of DNA per terminus (DNA/Ter) in genome equivalents (Bremer & Dennis, 1996) , below each configuration. The mean value of n decreases from 2.67 to 1-33. DNA/Ter can be calculated by weighing the proportion of chromosomes in each age group (Powell, 1956) . It can also be derived from the ratio between DNA/cell (Helmstetter et al., 1968) to Ter/cell (Zaritsky & Pritchard, 1973) , yielding DNA/Ter = z x (2'''-1)/(C x ln2). The value of DNA/Ter gradually declines from 2.89 to 1.64, the values calculated for the two respective steady states.
METHODS
Bacterial strains, growth media and measurements. E. coli K-12 strain CR34 (thr-1 leuB6 thyA) (Zaritsky & Pritchard, 1971; Zaritsky & Woldringh, 1978; Molina et al., 1998) was grown aerobically with a doubling time 7 = 30 min at 37 "C in glucose minimal medium (Woldringh et af., 1994) supplemented with Casamino acids (1 ' /o, w/v; Difco) and thymine as indicated. For fast replication, deoxyguanosine (100 pg ml-'; Sigma) was added (Beacham et al., 1971) . The OD,,, was determined with a spectrophotometer (LKB Ultraspec 11), and cell concentration was measured with an electronic particle counter (30 pm orifice). Balanced cultures were grown 'normally' (Fishov et af., 1995) for at least 10 doublings by successive dilutions (OD,,, < 0.4).
Secondary constrictions. Large CR34 cells with multi-forked chromosomes were obtained by fast growth (7 -30 min) and slow replication (C -80 min) with 5 pg thymine ml-' (Zaritsky & Pritchard, 1971 ; Molina et al., 1998) . Spheroids were obtained by addition of mecillinam (0.8-1 pg ml-l). The most suitable cells were obtained by removing the drug at 60-70 min by filtration (on polycarbonate Poretics filters with 0.4 pm pores) (Spratt, 1978) , and adding deoxyguanosine (to 100 pg ml-') and thymine (to 15 pg ml-') to enhance replication rate (Beacham et al., 1971 ; Zaritsky & Woldringh, 1978) and to let the ongoing forks terminate more frequently, thus triggering successive divisions (Fig. 1) . Quantitatively, doubling the rate of replication (from a round in 80 min to one in 40 min) results in transiently halving the period between successive terminations from -30 min (7-equivalent) to -15 min. SCCs thus obtained were fixed with formaldehyde (0.25 ' /o, v/v) for analyses. The flow chart and accompanying pictures (Fig. 2) describe the overall scheme of this series of experiments. For three-dimensional visualization of SCCs, the cells were stained with FM 4-64 (catalogue no. T-3166; Molecular Probes) (2 pg ml-' final concentration) and immersed in 2%
(w/v) agarose (Vida & Emr, 1995) . Images were collected by confocal scanning laser microscopy (CSLM), using a Leica microscope equipped with a 488/514 dual-band argon-ion laser and an oil-immersion objective ( x 100, n.a. = 1.32). For scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Os0,-fixed cells were dehydrated in alcohol, deposited on a nuclear pore filter and critical-point-dried.
Image processing and analysis, length and diameter of cells and filaments, number of nucleoids, and position and number of constriction sites were all measured using the package Spratt, 1978) . In the large, spheroidal cells, DNA was also found exclusively near the periphery ( Fig.   3b ; and see Fig. 2 of Normark, 1969) .
RESULTS

Multi-nucleoid, spheroidal cells
Seconda rytonstricted cel Is
Several schedules were employed to find out the optimal conditions to harvest a high proportion of SCCs. The best results were obtained by washing off mecillinam 60-70 min (approx. 27) after its addition and resuspending them in the same medium but with deoxyguanosine and thymine (Fig. 2 ). This addition temporarily triggered divisions more frequently due to enhancement of chromosome replication rate (' step- up'; Fig. 1 ). The large, ovoid cells in the samples drawn during the next 40 min had similar shapes: they were dividing, and many exhibited multiple constrictions and protruberances in various planes (Fig. 3c) . Over 60%
showed ' butterfly-like ' shapes, presumably resulting from asymmetric constrictions (arrows in Fig. 3c ; and see Discussion). This figure validates the approach described above (Rationale) t o achieve partial synchrony of division, and is concordant with accelarated divisions following a step-up in thymine concentration (Zaritsky & Pritchard, 1971) .
Three-dimensional observations
T w o scanning techniques were used to find out the planes of surface invaginations marking divisions, SEM and CSLM. T w o typical examples of SCCs are displayed in Fig. 4 , each photographed by SEM after tilting it over the maximum possible range (55 "). In both, two secondary constrictions are seen to lie perpendicularly to the primary division plane. Tertiary constrictions were occasionally traced, but this method is not sufficiently sensitive to detect their exact locations or planes. An electronic/digital version of this cell, which can be moved around, exists in our web pages at: http://simon.bio.uva.nl/multiconstrictedcell.html (or http ://www.bgu.ac.il/life/zaritsky.html). It can best be viewed using Netscape 4.05 and Quicktime 2.5.
DISCUSSION
We have developed a method to generate dividing E. coli cells that initiate secondary constrictions before separation by (i) modifying cell shape with mecillinam and (ii) accelerating terminations with a thymine step-up. In contrast to most previous studies, cells were grown and fixed in suspension before preparation for microscopy. Dividing cells adopted butterfly-like shapes, often displaying secondary constrictions, as previously seen in an (1995) and Begg & Donachie (1998) for rodA ftsA cells growing on agar. Although our conditions were somewhat different, the simplest explanation for this phenomenon is that successive division planes are more or less perpendicular to each other, and tilted in other directions depending on the positions of segregating nucleoids and the development of new growth axes. In a spherical cell too, segregating DNA represents a bipolar structure (eg. Niki & Hiraga, 1998), which eventually creates a longitudinal growth axis and elliptical cell shape. This is represented schematically in Fig. 6 for successive divisions in rod-shaped and spherical cells growing on agar, in Methocel or in liquid suspension.
When cylindrical cells (Fig. 6a) , dividing in a perpendicular plane to the long axis, are grown on an agar surface, daughters are not free to continue elongation but are pushed together after slipping out of alignment with each other (Donachie & Begg, 1970; Mulder & Woldringh, 1993) . In the less solid Methocel, divided cells stay in line (Fig. 6a) , thus forming a chain oriented in a straight path (see Fig. In-p of Cooper, 1997) .
Spheroidal cells usually develop asymmetric constrictions (Bloom et al., 1974; Iwaya et a/., 1978; Normark, 1969) , presumably because of their larger diameter. As growth continues, two new longitudinal axes develop in the prospective daughter cells, which may become tilted depending on the degree of asymmetry of the constriction. When grown on agar, the daughters are kept together, forming tetrads after the next division. Similar tetrads have been found in agargrown Neisseria gonorrhoeae (Westling-Haggstrom et , 1977) . In Methocel, the divided cells become oriented in a wriggly path (Fig. 6b) because they develop asymmetric constrictions and tilted growth axes and are not kept together in the less solid medium. In such chains the division planes only seem parallel, as interpreted by Cooper (1997) . A similar conclusion to ours was reached by Begg & Donachie (1998 (Zaritsky & Pritchard, 1971) . At fast growth rates (z < -50 min), cell size rises gradually in both dimensions, length and diameter (Zaritsky & Pritchard, 1973) . Increased cell girth, in turn, results in a longer time ( T ) to complete a constriction leading to division (Woldringh et al., 1988) , and thus in multi-nucleated cells (Fig. 4a) . This is one condition necessary to obtain secondary constrictions (see Rationale). The second c o nd i t i o 11, more frequent t e r mi n a ti o n s of rep 1 i ca t i o n rounds to initiate constrictions, was achieved by accelerating replication rate upon raising external thymine concentration (Pritchard & Zaritsky, 1970) and confirmed by acceleration of divisions (Zaritsky, 1971) . As emphasized by Donachie et al. (1995) , spheroidal cells become multichromosomal due to delayed divisions, but constrictions still initiate between segregated nucleoids and reflect their positions (Fig. 3) . A similar delay in division was observed in populations of p6pA (Woldringh et al., 1988) and envB (Bloom et al., 1974) mutants. It must also have occurred in the spheroidal, thymine-limited cells described here (Fig.   2b) , as indicated by the many, large nucleoids present (Fig. 3b) . The continued growth and delayed division allow the two new longitudinal growth axes generated by the primary constriction to become maximally tilted. The driving force for such a movement may be supplied by spatial constraints that become fully relieved when segregating nucleoids become located in the apexes of a regular tetrahedron (like four identical atoms in the molecule PJ, possibly corresponding to minimal energy of interaction (among themselves or with other cellular components) and optimal space occupation (see schematic representation in Fig. 6c ). Such a configuration implies that the new growth axes are perpendicular to the first and to each other (in three dimensions), and that the secondary division planes (perpendicular to these axes) are perpendicular to each other as well as to the primary division plane between the two regions of nucleoids. The lower degree of symmetry here is due to a higher amount of DNA per cell, lack of ideal synchrony in terminations and unaccomplished segregations (Fig.  3c) . Many Y-shaped cells in the treated populations (Fig. 4) are reminiscent of branched cells, previously observed (e.g. Zaritsky, 1977; Iwaya et al., 1978; Akerlund et al., 1993; Henderson et al., 1997) but without understanding their origin. Similar cells have been obtained by slowing down the growth rate (nutritional shift-down) during step-up of the replication rate (Woldringh et al., 1994 (Woldringh et al., , 1995 , but the straight-jacketed cylindrical peptidoglycan often did not allow the segregating nucleoids to move freely about. Spheroids, which presumably relieve the spatial constraint, were created here by blocking Pbp2 with mecillinam. The observed bifurcation of the cell pole implies a perpendicular division plane. Cooper (1997) has suggested that, if successive division planes were oriented at right angles, a major and unlikely reorganization of the peptidoglycan chains would be required since a cell grows by inserting new 'hoops' of peptidoglycan between existing hoops, which run circumferentially, perpendicular to its long axis. However, the chains are very short (a mean length of 5-10 nm) compared to cell circumference (2500 nm), and are not necessarily oriented parallel to each other (Holtje, 1998 
